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RegenCore is a high effectiveness energy recovery unit. RegenCore recovers sensible energy during both heating and 

cooling seasons, and under select conditions, RegenCore also recovers latent energy. The new regenerating core 

product sets itself apart from other recovery devices with its fully tested design, industry leading effectiveness of up to 

90% and no pre-heat requirement down to outdoor temperatures of -40°C/F.

PRC, PRCX, and PRCLC units are available in a wide range of sizes to accommodate each unique project’s airflow 

requirements. The PRC’s wide range of available airflows combined with its indoor and outdoor designs make it suitable 

for a multitude of applications. The PRCX is suited for outdoor installations with high airflow requirements. The PRCLC is 

a lighter duty unit for indoor use is an ideal option for use in compact spaces.

Environmental Chamber
RegenCore units are tested to the highest industry standards via the Environmental Chamber. The chamber maintains 

temperatures ranging from -40°C/F to +40°C (104°F) and is paired with a configured SolutionAir air handling unit 

to simulate building return air by heating or cooling and introducing humidity. The chamber, air handling unit, and 

instrumentation allow for precise energy balances and accurate efficiency measurement making RegenCore the 

industry’s only product with fully-tested indoor and outdoor performance data.
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Additional Industry-Leading Test Facilities

Psychrometric Chamber
SolutionAir has built a state-of-the-art psychrometric lab 

to test heating and cooling for rooftop units and several 

complementary mechanical products:

 + Precise performance and longevity testing on 

configured rooftop units with packaged DX up to  

26 tons.

 + Testing cooling coil and heating coil capacity in 

accordance with AHRI 440 and AHRI 410.

 + Room conditioning equipment capable of 

conditioning to a wide range of temperature and 

humidity set-points.

 + Water supply has an expanded range of temperature, 

flow and pressure capable of exceeding any of our 

products’ fluid supply requirements.

Gas Testing Laboratory
A CSA certified Gas Laboratory allows SolutionAir to 

conduct product testing and safety certification in-house 

without the need for CSA personnel to be on site, 

resulting in:

 + Faster product development cycle.

 + Testing and certification of new products.

 + High quality results for customer demonstrations, 

configured units & control testing, training and site 

issue analysis.
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RegenCore Components 

1  Fans and Motors
 + Standard AC motor paired with VFD

 + Standard direct drive plenum backward curve fans

 + Available EC motors for fan array

2  Changeover Dampers
 + Ultra low-leak dampers

 + Cycle tested to survive over the manufacturers rating of  

3 million cycles

3  Controls
 + Standard remote operable controller

 + Available with BACnet IP or BACnet MS/TP connectivity

 + Internal airflow sensor options

4  Filters 
 + Standard MERV 8 filters

 + Optional MERV 11, 13 or 14 final filters

5  Supply Tunnel Options
 + Packaged DX cooling

 + Gas furnace module attachment (single point power)

 + Heating/cooling/changeover water coils

 + Electric heating coils

Typical 
Applications
With no preheat required down to 

-40°C/F, the RegenCore has excellent 

owner payback when used in most 

applications: education facilities, 

sportsplex facilities, commercial office 

buildings, multi-story residential 

buildings, banks, warehouses, 

car dealerships, and casinos. 

Models
 + Standard (PRC)

 + X-Configuration (PRCX)

 + Light Duty (PRCLC)

Thermoshield Cabinet
 + PRC models from 1,000 to 15,000 CFM

 + Available in a flat configuration with factory 
installed cores

Post and Panel Cabinet
 + PRC models from 1,000 to 22,500 CFM

 + PRCX models from 22,500 to 40,000 CFM

 + PRCLC models from 250 to 2,000 CFM

Optional VAV and 
Unbalanced Airflows

 + VAV airflow turndown to 20% of nominal 
airflow.
 - Maintains no preheat requirement 

down to -40°C/F.
 + Unbalance supply and exhaust airflow  

of 50%
 - Maintains no preheat requirement 

down to -40°C/F.
 + Airflow measurement included

 + CFM measurements can be output to BMS

 + BMS can be connected to provide airflow 
set points 

1
2
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PRC with Thermoshield cabinet pictured
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Cabinet Options

Thermoshield Cabinet
 + Available on PRC1000 to PRC15000 models

 + Lightweight unpainted marine grade aluminum

 - Highly resistant to corrosion

 + Patented double thermally broken panels

 - Disrupts thermal bridging between interior and 

exterior environment

 - Reduces interior and exterior condensation and 

frosting 

 - Mitigating condensation prevents mold and 

mildew formation

 + 3.5” R14 stone-wool insulated wall panels

 - Contains recycled material and is water repellant  

 - Mold, mildew, and fungus resistant

 + Cabinet construction and materials mitigate galvanic 

corrosion, improving longevity

 - Additionally protects vital copper cooling and 

heating components from galvanic corrosion 

 + Advanced cabinet construction

 - Reduces failure points, maintains integrity and 

strength

 - Integral marine grade aluminum base

 - Draining wall construction designed to prevent 

moisture build up inside panels

 + Designed to simplify installation

 - Lightweight cabinet makes for easier handling 

 - Section receivers, channeled base, offset lifting 

lugs streamlines cabinet alignment and section 

assembly 

 - Labelled plug and socket electrical/control 

connections are quick and hassle-free 

Thermoshield’s patented thermal break pattern with a thermal gradient 
overlay. One half of the double thermally broken wall panel assembly.
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Additional RegenCore Models 

PRCX
 + Lower profile design for outdoor installations

 + Core sections located on base frames 

 + Allows for easier core installation

PRCLC
 + Compact design suitable for indoor installations in small spaces, 

such as mechanical rooms or closets

 + Maintains a no preheat requirement down to -40°C/F

Post and Panel Cabinet
 + Available on all PRC, PRCX, and PRCLC 

models 

 + Thermal break system increases the 

thermal resistance of the cabinet

 + 2” nominal R11.5 polyurethane foam 

injected double wall panels 

 - 1,500 hour salt spray painted 

galvanneal steel or unpainted 

galvanized steel outer panel [16 to 

22 gauge]

 - Galvanized steel inner panel [16 to 

20 gauge]

 - Available aluminum inner and outer 

panels [14 gauge]

 + Gasket system ensures smooth internal 

surfaces 

 + Panels removable from the unit exterior

 + Optional thermally broken panels

Post and panel construction with optional thermally broken panels
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Packaged DX Cooling & Dehumidification

Standard Features
 + Packaged cooling from 8 to 128 tons 

 + Factory tested cooling and controls 

 + Electronic expansion valves 

 + Remote operable digital controller 

 + Detect + Protect monitoring system 

 + 2 stage capacity control from 8 to 12 tons 

 + 4 stage capacity control from 14 to 128 tons 

 + Aluminum fin, aluminum frame, and copper tube 

evaporator and condenser coils 

 + Low fin per inch evaporator (10 FPI) and condenser 

(12 FPI) coils 

 + 70°C/154°F high temperature rated condenser 

motors 

Additional Options
 + Split cooling from 8 to 128 tons 

 + Variable capacity cooling control with digital 

compressors 

 + 7°C/45°F low ambient and -40°C/F extreme low 

ambient cooling 

 + Hot gas reheat 

Detect + Protect Monitoring System
 + Actively monitors: 

 - Refrigerant cycle operation (sub cool, superheat, 

line pressures)

 - Electronic expansion valves

 - Refrigerant charge

 - VFD operation

 - Cooling capacity

 + View alarms, turn the unit on or off, change 

operating set points remotely through digital 

controller over a virtual network interface.

 + View live performance and logged access data on 

the controller. No refrigerant gauges required.

 + Permanently connect to your system via LAN or 

when necessary via cellular modem.

DX Cooling
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Gas heating

Electric heating

Hydronic coil

Supplementary 
Heating and Cooling

Gas Heat
 + Stainless steel 3-pass and 4-pass drum 

and tube style heat exchanger          

 - 15:1 turndown ratio           

 - Design temperature rises from 

120°F to 20°F           

 - Design heat  output from 60 MBH 

to 1440 MBH 

 + Convoluted tube style heat exchanger            

 - Up to 20:1 turndown ratio            

 - Design temperature rises from 

120°F to 20°F              

 - Design heat  output from 250 MBH 

to 6000 MBH            

 - Up to 90% efficient furnaces

Hydronic Coils
 + Cooling, heating or changeover coils

 + Certified in accordance with AHRI 

standards

Electric Heat
 + Integrated and pre-wired controls in 

NEMA-1 control panel

 + Thermal safety switches and fan 

interlocked heating elements are 

supplied for safe operation

 + Optional galvanized or stainless steel 

heater frames
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Core 1

Core 1

Supply

Supply

Return

Return

Core 2

Core 2

PRC Operating Modes

Energy Recovery
There are two stages to the energy recovery process. Below is an explanation of typical operation during winter 

conditions:

Cycle A: shows core 1 storing heat from return air being 

exhausted from the building. Core 2 is releasing the 

heat previously stored to condition the colder outdoor 

air to supply air. 

Cycle B: During the cycle, dampers are re-positioned 

so the inverse occurs. Now core 1 is releasing heat it 

captured and stored during the cycle A. Core 2 is now 

recovering heat from the exhaust air.

Energy Recovery Cycle A

Energy Recovery Cycle B
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Standby
The standby mode positions the dampers 

to isolate the building from outdoor 

conditions. 

Economizer
The economizer mode suspends the 

re-positioning of the dampers & energy 

recovery to use outdoor air for cooling. 

During this mode the dampers will 

reposition every 3 hours to self-clean the 

cores. 

Recirculation (Optional)
The recirculation mode positions the 

dampers to recirculate building air when the 

space is not occupied. Additional dampers 

are required for this mode.

Core 1 Return

Return

Return

Core 2Supply

Supply

Supply

Core 1

Core 2

Core 1

Core 2
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PRCLC Operating Modes

Energy Recovery
There are two stages to the energy recovery process. Below is an explanation of typical operation during winter 

conditions:

Cycle A 
Core 1 storing heat from return air being exhausted 

from the building. Core 2 is releasing the heat previously 

stored to condition the colder outdoor air to supply air.

Cycle B 
During this cycle, dampers are re-positioned so the 

inverse occurs. Now Core 1 is releasing heat is captured 

and stored during Cycle A. Core 2 is recovering heat 

from the exhaust air.

Economizer
The economizer mode suspends re-positioning of the dampers and 

energy recovery to use outdoor air for cooling. During this mode, the 

dampers will reposition every 3 hours to self-clean the cores.

Core 2 Core 2

Core 2

Core 1 Core 1

Core 1
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PRC Performance Data
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PRC2000 - Winter

PRC2000 - Summer

PRC2500 - Winter
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Effectiveness calculations include the following assumptions:
 + Ducted indoor units with 1 in. w.c. ESP
 + Winter outdoor air at 35°F, and return air at 70°F, inclusive of fan and motor loads
 + Summer outdoor air at 95°F, and return air at 75°F
 + Effectiveness will vary based on air conditions
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PRC Performance Data
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PRC3500 - Winter
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PRC4000 - Winter

PRC4000 - Summer

PRC4500 - Winter

PRC4500 - Summer

Effectiveness calculations include the following assumptions:
 + Ducted indoor units with 1 in. w.c. ESP
 + Winter outdoor air at 35°F, and return air at 70°F, inclusive of fan and motor loads
 + Summer outdoor air at 95°F, and return air at 75°F
 + Effectiveness will vary based on air conditions
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PRC Performance Data
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PRC7500 - Winter

PRC7500 - SummerPRC5500 - Summer PRC6000 - SummerPRC5000 - Summer

Effectiveness calculations include the following assumptions:
 + Ducted indoor units with 1 in. w.c. ESP
 + Winter outdoor air at 35°F, and return air at 70°F, inclusive of fan and motor loads
 + Summer outdoor air at 95°F, and return air at 75°F
 + Effectiveness will vary based on air conditions
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PRC Performance Data
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Effectiveness calculations include the following assumptions:
 + Ducted indoor units with 1 in. w.c. ESP
 + Winter outdoor air at 35°F, and return air at 70°F, inclusive of fan and motor loads
 + Summer outdoor air at 95°F, and return air at 75°F
 + Effectiveness will vary based on air conditions
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PRC and PRCX Performance Data
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Effectiveness calculations include the following assumptions:
 + Ducted indoor units with 1 in. w.c. ESP
 + Winter outdoor air at 35°F, and return air at 70°F, inclusive of fan and motor loads
 + Summer outdoor air at 95°F, and return air at 75°F
 + Effectiveness will vary based on air conditions
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PRCX Performance Data
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PRCX40000 - Summer
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PRCX35000 - Winter

PRCX35000 - Summer

PRCX25000 - Winter

PRCX25000 - Summer

Effectiveness calculations include the following assumptions:
 + Ducted indoor units with 1 in. w.c. ESP
 + Winter outdoor air at 35°F, and return air at 70°F, inclusive of fan and motor loads
 + Summer outdoor air at 95°F, and return air at 75°F
 + Effectiveness will vary based on air conditions
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PRCLC Perfomance Data
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PRCLC500 - Winter
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PRCLC700 - Winter
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Effectiveness calculations include the following assumptions:
 + Ducted indoor units with 1 in. w.c. ESP
 + Winter outdoor air at 35°F, and return air at 70°F, inclusive of fan and motor loads
 + Summer outdoor air at 95°F, and return air at 75°F
 + Effectiveness will vary based on air conditions
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Effectiveness calculations include the following assumptions:
 + Ducted indoor units with 1 in. w.c. ESP
 + Winter outdoor air at 35°F, and return air at 70°F, inclusive of fan and motor loads
 + Summer outdoor air at 95°F, and return air at 75°F
 + Effectiveness will vary based on air conditions
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Effectiveness calculations include the following assumptions:
 + Ducted indoor units with 1 in. w.c. ESP
 + Winter outdoor air at 35°F, and return air at 70°F, inclusive of fan and motor loads
 + Summer outdoor air at 95°F, and return air at 75°F
 + Effectiveness will vary based on air conditions

PRCLC Perfomance Data
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Product Improvement is a continuing endeavour at SolutionAir. Therefore,  
specifications are subject to change without notice. Consult your SolutionAir 
Sales Representative for current specifications or more detailed information.  
Not all products may be available in all geographic areas. The complete 
marketing package can be viewed online at solutionairgroup.com.

 

® SolutionAir is a registered trademark of SolutionAir Group. 


